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ANALOG AND CPU WIZARDS REDUCE DIGITAL POWER National Semiconductor and ARM Increase Battery Life By Max B aron {1/21/03-01}



Memory speed is no longer guilty of limiting processor performance. The infamous title has been awarded to battery capacity. Cellular telephones, PDAs, notebooks, and portable multimedia devices could bring higher microprocessor revenues and more rewarding improvements in performance and functions—if only batteries could be made to last longer. Increases in battery capacity are still creeping along the roadmap—a line of progress that, if plotted, would look almost horizontal compared with one charting the evolution of microprocessors. Until a small, practical fuel cell or similar miracle comes along, microprocessor developers must come up with power-reduction methods. Answering the call to arms National Semiconductor Corp. and ARM announced, in November 2002, a strategic business relationship to jointly develop and market powerefficient systems that, they claim, will increase the battery life of handheld portable devices in several stages—from 25% to as much as 400%. The two companies’ joint effort will leverage ARM’s penetration in the mobile phone market and National Semiconductor’s expertise in analog design and power management. The overall handset market—including mobile phones, smart phones, and handheld devices—is expected to grow to more than 525 million devices by 2006, an increase of 31% from 2002 according to market researcher In-Stat/MDR. Power Management Beyond Clock Gating Faced with the need to find sockets in portable-device markets, microprocessor and ASSP vendors have used clock gating to © I N - S TAT / M D R



temporarily turn off unneeded peripherals, blocks of on-chip memory, and, during idle periods, even the processor itself. ARM and NSC propose to obtain further power reductions by intelligent control of frequency, supply voltage, and leakage current. Combined control of frequency and voltage can reduce both power and energy requirements. Frequency reduction alone contributes linear savings in power but does not, by itself, reduce the amount of energy required to complete a task. Reducing frequency is justified, however, whenever a task’s early completion will not improve perceived performance or, because of dependencies on other tasks, will even yield incorrect results. Lower frequencies can be supported by lower voltage levels, which have a quadratic effect on reducing power requirements and contribute to lowering energy consumption. In most current schemes that use frequencyvoltage power reduction, the voltage is delivered in open-loop mode, sans feedback from chip internals. Companies such as AMD, Intel, and Transmeta have obtained good results using this type of frequency-voltage management in addition to clock gating. Intel has used the approach in its PXA250 chip, which can be switched through several frequencies and voltages, depending on workload and peripheral activity. For IA-32 chips, Intel uses its SpeedStep
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technology, which establishes two frequency-voltage points to save battery power. For its Crusoe chip, Transmeta has introduced LongRun, a table-based set of multiple frequencyvoltage points that helps Crusoe track workloads more efficiently than by using a few steps. AMD, with Power Now!, uses an approach that is similar to Transmeta’s. As always, a few problems must be overcome. Accurate frequency points can be obtained by reference to a system clock, and good power supplies can provide reliably accurate voltage. Nevertheless, operating frequency must be guardbanded to ensure the application will run at speed, and there must be reliable data to determine frequency points. Power supplies must be guard-banded also: open-loop voltage sources must use fairly wide voltage guard bands to ensure appropriate voltage levels at all points inside a chip. The guard bands must cover IR drops and fabrication tolerances, and they must ensure chip operation under all foreseeable environmental conditions. Voltage guard-band definitions require good knowledge and predictability of the process used to fabricate the chips. Leakage current is rapidly becoming a sizeable sink of wasted power. As chips begin to be fabricated on processes of 130nm and less, leakage current will rapidly climb to more than 20% of total microprocessor power. Clock gating and frequency-voltage matching are no longer sufficient; creating and controlling separate power domains become important. To avoid misinterpretation, MPR will define chip areas under the control of one clock frequency as “frequency domains” and will similarly define “voltage domains” as areas supplied with a common voltage. A “power domain” is one whose power can be turned off to minimize a system on chip’s leakage current. Chip areas can belong to one or more domains. The Hardware-Software, Mixed-Signal Solution NSC and ARM’s joint project aims to create circuits, software, and tools that address three energy-consumption tasks. First, the seemingly trivial problem of matching frequency to workload must be solved. Second, the approach must determine
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Figure 1. Frequency-voltage power-management block diagram shows policy-using ARM’s Intelligent Energy Management (IEM) unit and the Adaptive Power Controller (APC) and Hardware Performance Monitor (HPC) that help reduce voltage guard bands.
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the absolute minimum supply voltage needed over process and temperature variations to generate reduced-width voltage guard bands. Third, the end results must support creation of power domains used to minimize leakage current. Figure 1 shows a conceptual block diagram of power management by matching frequency and voltage to workloads. The first product, based on NSC’s PowerWise technology, targets embedded SoC devices in mobile phones. The power-reduction architecture uses an ARM-designed Intelligent Energy Management (IEM) block that combines software and hardware to monitor the system workload and generate appropriate performance/frequency requests. The IEM interfaces with the CPU though the AMBA peripheral bus, allowing it to be added to AMBA-based SoC designs. Using a performance request from the IEM, an Adaptive Power Controller (APC) can set the correct operating voltage in either open-loop or closed-loop mode and, in its turn, interface with the clock-management unit to enable transitions to new frequencies. The APC receives commands from the Hardware Performance Monitor (HPM) when new, higher frequencies can be deployed and enables the new clock frequencies on the CPU core and, if applicable, in on-chip cache, memory, and peripherals. The HPM can require new voltage levels and fine-tune them by communicating to the external power supply and its PowerWise-compliant power-management chips. The HPM is implemented as an on-chip 3,000-gate macrocell, but little else is known about its internals, which NSC is keeping confidential. Nevertheless, enough background on this topic is publicly available to let us fill in some of the likely principles of operation and the components that may be used to implement them. Can You Hear Me Now? The problem of defining a minimal guard band for voltage can be stated in a few words: Ensure that voltage levels support frequencies across the core. But efficient solutions can become very sophisticated. The simplest solution is to deliver open-loop voltage levels that are high enough to ensure across-the-chip operation at every frequency—essentially, the open-loop solution used today. A timer can replace the HPM to enforce a delay from a new voltage-level requirement to stable conditions that can support a higher frequency. This rather primitive solution will reduce consumed energy compared with the absence of voltage control, but it will be inferior to results obtained by feedback from the powered circuits to the power supply. An improved approach based on local sensing of voltage in one or more spots and analog feedback to the power supply may sound attractive. The sensor and its analog output will be subject to high-frequency interference from surrounding digital circuits. It may not function at all, since low core voltages will require feedback accuracy in the millivolt range. A feedback that is easier to implement could measure local propagation delays to determine when local voltage is
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Analog and CPU Wizards Reduce Digital Power high enough to support a higher frequency. A ring oscillator suggests itself, its frequency measured between two clocks of a known period and sent as digital feedback to the power supply. National Semiconductor seems to have opted for yet a different approach: while the core is still operating under its previous stable frequency, the next-higher test frequency is sent to the HPM, its results checked again and again. Voltage is increased in steps until the HPM reports that the test frequency yielded a correct result by issuing a vdd_ok signal to the APC. NSC’s choice may yield more information than a ring oscillator does, since, hidden in the HPM, it may have placed bistables, parasitics, and maybe even a hot spot, the better to simulate conditions across a wider area of the chip. The test frequency yields a go/no-go answer. It must be augmented by additional HPM logic that can deliver voltage adjustments as the chip’s temperature rises and IR drops change, owing to changing demands in supply current. Feedback to the external power supply is based on a local spot on the chip only and may require several sensors for the tightest voltage performance. Downward frequency shifts are less problematic, since the lower frequencies are supported by higher voltages. The combined function of IEM, HPM, and APC circumvents differences in process, fabrication, and environmental condition; providers of synthesizable microprocessors will use it to advantage. The closed-loop adaptive-voltage feature can also improve upon the results obtained by fully integrated semiconductor houses. Policies, Policies, Who Sets the Policies? Having selected NSC’s adaptive voltage scaling (AVS) architecture and ARM’s IEM, one must next be concerned with selecting and applying the appropriate frequency for each workload. The architects at ARM have introduced a systemarchitecture stack that provides hardware/software support for the IEM. The IEM comprises a set of counters, timers, and other undisclosed logic that can be used to monitor the workload and the processor’s performance. The IEM also includes operating-system and application-level algorithms for predicting future behavior. Figure 2 diagrams ARM’s concept of the IEM performancepolicy stack, most of which is implemented in software. Its purpose is to store multiple algorithms that can best minimize energy consumption for given workload behaviors. The IEM software is intended to examine several algorithms suggested by active workloads and system processes—and generate the best SoC-wide control policy, based on their combined requirements. The approach is general enough to support specialized coprocessors and multiple processors. IEM policy descriptors contain one field that defines the way they should affect decisions and one that indicates the level of performance that must be delivered. Mnemonic SET is a unilateral request to deliver the associated performance; SET_IFGT requires that the associated performance level be delivered only if it is the greatest performance level required by the policies suggested by the active processes. © I N - S TAT / M D R
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Policies can be recorded by tracing the execution of workloads and thus appear to be automatic; they can also be demanded by programmers of applications and by system processes. The final decision-maker must be the operating system. ARM has very wisely refrained from introducing as architecture extensions any of the counters/timers it uses for performance monitoring. At this time (January 2003), for general-purpose computing, the policy features are good beta- (if not alpha-) level starting points, since the industry still has much to learn about power-management policysetting algorithms. Right now, however, cellular telephones with fewer applications and with known system processes may be a good fit. Power Domains Reduce Leakage Current The best way to reduce leakage current is to turn off the power supply, and that’s exactly the idea behind an architecture that uses power domains. SoC blocks that are not being used can be turned off under operating-system control. The implementation of power domains is similar to hot-swapping boards and requires special on-chip interfaces. Figure 3 shows an example of a typical SoC using power domains to control an ARM926EJ core’s leakage current. The design defines the ARM core and its cache RAMs as a power domain that can also be a voltage domain. A tightly coupled memory with state retention (TCMS) must be used to restore processor state upon power-up, following a period during which the processor’s power was turned off. TCMS must belong to a different power domain; it can be maintained at a lower level of voltage—enough to keep the data intact while the core is turned off in its suspend mode. The TCMS, however, belongs to the same voltage domain as the ARM926EJ to enable, when required, correct operation with the core at frequency and voltage. A logic-level clamp between the core and TCMS ensures correct operation during power up and power down. Logic-level clamps are also used to avoid driving large currents into the core as it goes down and to minimize the probability of latch-up. One should note that a logic-level clamp is really an AND gate forced into a given state during power transitions; it is not a voltage clamp in the context of linear circuits. The process of turning off power to the CPU involves saving machine state and placing the CPU in reset mode. Policy (performance control) stack
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Figure 2. ARM’s Intelligent Energy Management (IEM) conceptual block diagram shows prioritizing policy-stack and policy-event handlers.
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Figure 3. Block diagram of typical SoC uses power domains to remove power from the ARM926EJ core and to restore power to it. To save energy, TCMS memory is maintained with a lower voltage than it needs when it is interfaced to the core.



Clocks that could enable the CPU to read and use incorrect logic levels from TCMS memory are turned off. CPU powerup follows the inverse procedure. With clocks and interfaces enabled, coming out of reset state, the CPU can use a vector that points it to the correct TCMS address, from which it can start restoring its state. The SoC uses four voltage domains: CPU core and cache RAM; TCMS; on-chip bus and peripherals; and I/O to external logic. Closed-loop adaptive voltage is provided only for the CPU/TCMS domains. This simple approach is justified because most peripherals operate at lower frequencies and voltages, and some peripherals count on frequency stability. I/O voltage levels must be kept within specifications to conform to external voltage standards. The CPU and TCMS domains are connected to system signals and clocks via level-shift clamps to compensate for voltage changes in different domains. These are different from the logic-level clamps that must be used at boundaries of power domains. In addition to level-shift clamps, connections to the AMBA bus must use retiming interfaces to deal with changing frequencies. The IEM implements the programmer’s model and performs dynamic performance monitoring to assist the © I N - S TAT / M D R



policy-stack software. The performance monitor hardware counts cycles received by the CPU to estimate the amount of real work that has been done during the elapsed time. The IEM block also outputs the required performance setting for the target rate of workload execution. Putting It All in Perspective The architects at ARM and NSC claim that, on the basis of existing silicon, they expect to see energy savings of 30% for peak workloads and 60% for midrange workloads over energy use in fixed-voltage schemes. Energy savings from reduced guard bands will depend on the particular design but will deliver further gains of 10–15%. Figure 4 shows ARM’s estimate of power distribution for the ARM920T processor, in which instruction and data caches consume 44% of total power. The remaining 56% is split among the integer core, memory management units, bus interface unit, and other essential CPU circuitry. The relationships among CPU, peripherals, and caches may change in the future, to the detriment of the CPU. Higher operating frequencies will exact larger cache RAM and consume more energy. Commercially viable ASSPs already have tens of peripherals on chip.
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Figure 4. ARM920T power distribution shows dominant power consumption attributed to cache RAM and ALU.



A cellular phone may be able to use the technology to affect 40% of its active devices’ power. Assuming a 50% average energy reduction using NSC and ARM’s short-term product, the overall savings are a significant 20%, considering that turning the devices off completely would improve consumption by only 40%.



The collaboration between National and ARM includes a licensing agreement to enable easy deployment of APC. Under the terms of the agreement, ARM will license National’s APC along with its Intelligent Energy Manager to key customers, beginning in 2Q03. National will also market and license its APC. License terms have not been disclosed. For more information please visit www.nsc.com and www.arm.com



Closed-loop adaptive voltage is only one component in the project ARM and NSC have undertaken. Clock gating, new cell libraries to minimize leakage current, and power domains to turn it off will further reduce consumed energy. Microarchitecture control based on workload behavior will play a major role: for example, partitioning cache RAM into power domains can trim active cache size to match active applications, drastically cutting consumption. Power-efficient technology involves process, physical design, logic, microarchitecture, operating-system and applications software, and, now, analog expertise. ARM and NSC have embarked on an important project. An equally gifted software company should join them.



To subscribe to Microprocessor Report, phone 480.609.4551 or visit www.MDRonline.com
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